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Abstract 
 
The demand for Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) applications is 
increasing day by day and their development requires efficient prototyping and real 
time testing. ADTF (Automotive Data and Time Triggered Framework) is a software 
tool from Elektrobit which is used for Development, Validation and Visualization of 
Vision based applications, mainly for ADAS and Autonomous driving. With the help of 
ADTF tool, Image or Video data can be recorded and visualized and also the testing 
of data can be processed both on-line and off-line. 
The development of ADAS applications needs image and video processing and the 
algorithm has to be highly efficient and must satisfy Real-time requirements. The main 
objective of this research would be to integrate OpenCV library with ADTF cross 
platform. OpenCV libraries provide efficient image processing algorithms which can be 
used with ADTF for quick benchmarking and testing. An ADTF filter framework has 
been developed where the OpenCV algorithms can be directly used and the testing of 
the framework is carried out with .DAT and image files with a modular approach. 
CMake is also explained in this thesis to build the system with ease of use. 
The ADTF filters are developed in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 in C++ and OpenMP 
API are used for Parallel programming approach. 
 
Keywords: Image Processing, OpenCV, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, 
ADTF, OpenMP 
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1 Introduction 
The human eye can see the objects and the object can be tracked and recognized. 
For a computer with a vision system to do this, it needs complex components for 
acquiring and understanding images. It is very difficult for the vision system to handle 
the complex algorithm used by the human vision perception even though image 
understanding concepts are changing and being improvised every day. Image 
understanding is the reconstruction and interpretation of scene using pictures. A 
normal picture can be interpreted in many ways but the interpretation should feed the 
vision system with accurate data on which the complex algorithms can efficiently work.  
For a vision system to process and meet deadline, these complex algorithms need to 
be fast. The combination of digital image processing, machine learning and artificial 
intelligence plays an important role in ADAS (Advanced driver Assistance system) or 
vision systems for Robotics.  
 
 
Figure 1 : Model of Image Understanding [1] 
In Image processing, the operation results in creation of a new image based on an 
existing image. The transformation is a result of the pre-processing of image. Before 
detecting feature points, the image has to enhanced, for example removing noise by 
blurring or smoothing the image, increasing the contrast to separate the foreground 
from background etc.  
The computer sees this image in digital format using image digitization. It is composed 
of pixels and each and every pixel represents a decimal value according to its pixel 
depth. So these pixel values are modified by using the image processing kernel with 
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the help of image processing tools. Development of a vision based application 
requires prototyping for verification and validation of the algorithm. This prototyping 
tools should be real time, stable and configurable with external libraries.  
 
1.1 Motivation 
Image processing algorithms should be developed in an environment where there is 
more flexibility to interface with hardware, include external sources for both image and 
video files. The object recognition application makes use of single image and Object 
tracking applications which need video input where a sequence of frames is analysed 
to track the object. By tracking the object in image coordinates, the real world 
coordinates of the object can be found. Similar applications can get even more complex 
when the tracking needs to be visualized. For visualization purposes, the image 
processing tools should also have efficient graphics engine.  
The ADTF (Automotive Data and Time Triggered Framework) tool from Elektrobit is a 
tool for prototyping and testing purposes, mainly for ADAS application. It has stable 
framework to implement image processing algorithm and filters for visualization. The 
tool can also acquire data from Communication bus systems like CAN, FlexRay, 
Ethernet and also sound for Audio signal processing. The main motivation of this 
Master Thesis is to benchmark the vision based tools, and the focus has been given 
on ADTF tool. A bridge for open source libraries and ADTF has been created which is 
used for developing computer vision applications.  
 
1.2  Problem statement 
Developing ADAS application and Autonomous driving or robot navigation systems 
need heavy data collection and details about the complete surroundings. To get these 
details, RADAR, LIDAR and 3D cameras are placed in strategic positions in a car or a 
Robot. Each one of these external devices need interface for communication, the data 
provided by the 3-D camera needs to be interpreted so that the prototyping tool can 
understand the image parameters. Thus a gateway is needed between the tool and 
external sources to interact with each other without any data loss. 
The ADTF tool has in built filters for reading input image or video data and display the 
processed data with graphics function. But it does not have ready-made functions for 
detecting frequently used features like Edge Detection, Threshold, and Image 
Smoothing etc. ADTF tool just provides framework for developing the algorithm based 
on received data. However, the OpenCV library has optimized algorithms for image 
processing applications which can be directly included and linked in an Integrated 
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Development Environment for image processing. ADAS applications that make use of 
Natural Interactive User Interface need 3D - Environment. OpenNI is used to read this 
3D data from the sensor. 
The Open source libraries like OpenCV, OpenNI, OpenMP etc. provide gateways for 
ADTF tool to make use of the their library functions for the developing of ADAS 
applications. Hence by creating a bridge between ADTF and OpenCV, OpenNI 
libraries, we can create a framework for quick Development and testing of ADAS 
applications.  
1.3 Work structure of Master Thesis 
The following workflow diagram shows the work structure. The initial research about 
benchmarking possibilities for the ADTF tool for image processing leads to the creation 
of an OpenCV Bridge for ADTF filters. The whole system is built using CMake build 
system. 
 
 
Figure 2 : Work Structure 
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1.4 Objective  
 Implementation and Configuration of ADTF filters for Image and Video file 
(.DAT) processing 
 Creation of an Interface between ADTF filters and OpenCV to make use of 
its algorithm 
 Development of a Filter for converting ADTF data streams into OpenCV data 
format 
 Use of the OpenMP API for running ADTF Filters in Parallel 
 Building the overall system using CMake 
 Verification and validation of the Filter interface using OpenCV feature point 
detection and Graphics overlay 
1.5  Outline  
The following outline provides a small introduction to the chapters covered in this 
Master Thesis. 
Chapter 2 provides a survey about OpenSource libraries for computer vision 
application and how they can be used in the Benchmarking of vision based 
applications. 
Chapter 3 introduces OpenCV library and its module by providing example which are 
used for testing of ADTF Bridge and also explains about ADTF framework and its 
layers. 
Chapter 4 discusses the concept behind the creation of bridge between the ADTF 
format and the OpenCV format. The chapter also gives the steps to setup the ADTF 
Environment with Visual studio and OpenCV 
Chapter 5 explains the implementation of the ADTF Bridge. It covers the ADTF data 
stream access for Image and .DAT file, Filter architecture, Graphics visualization of 
OpenCV feature point and the CMake build of the project. Moreover, an idea about 
parallel processing approaches is also discussed. 
Chapter 6 provides the test result on video file and Image file with different channels 
and formats and output visualization. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with opening possibilities to future works of ADTF 
environment to work with OpenNI and Robot Operating System. 
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2 State of the Art 
2.1 Prototyping of Vision based ADAS  
In the modern automotive industry, Advanced Drivers Assistance Systems play a very 
important role by improving the driving experience in comfort, performance and safety 
and mainly in Autonomous driving. Many data need to be collected from various 
devices and sensors like RADAR, LIDAR, 2D and 3D cameras. Some of the important 
processes of ADAS are Sensor data fusion; image processing, object identification and 
detection.  
Prototyping software tools help in implementing the requirements at low cost with all 
the possible input to the system. It’s easy to make changes and advancements in 
prototypes rather than an actual system. The main advantages are the system can be 
easily understood, faults can be found in very early stage.  Developing ADAS 
application involves: 
 Prototyping 
 Testing 
 Visualization 
 
Figure 3 : Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Prototyping [2] 
 
The prototyping of the ADAS application should be real-time, since the task must 
always meet the deadline.  It involves continues interaction with data acquisition 
devices like camera, radar etc. Data exchange with these external sensors requires 
development of communication interface. After acquiring the data, it needs to verified 
for data loss or expected data based on given sample time. ADAS applications mainly 
utilize processing of image for object detection and tracking. The image processing 
algorithms for smoothing, filtering, segmentation helps in image based ADAS 
applications.  
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More reliable algorithms can be developed using Machine learning in image 
processing. For example Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVM is a pattern recognition 
algorithm based on machine learning. This is done by binary classification of image. 
The algorithm needs to be trained with more sample of image to be detected. After the 
training, the recognized image is classified as good or bad. 
 
Figure 4 : Prototyping environment of vision based ADAS 
Some applications of vision based ADAS are  
 Road sign detection 
 Pedestrian detection 
 Traffic Lane detection 
 Vehicle detection 
2.2 Testing of Vision based ADAS 
2.2.1  Online Test  
The testing of developed algorithm can be done on-line or off-line. The online test 
involves the integration of all the sensors. The sensors data need to be transmitted the 
software component of the prototyping tool. A communication interface is needed for 
exchange of data between the tool and external sensors for E.g. CAN. The external 
scenarios needs to be considered while testing the ADAS applications. Online testing 
is carried out using HIL system and on road.  
 
2.2.2 Off-line Test 
Some of the crucial Applications like pedestrian detection; collision avoidance cannot 
be tested online, at the initial stage. For cases like this, data can be recorded and it 
can be given as input to the prototyping tool for off line testing. The 2D/3D data can be 
recorded while on road and the input can be used for testing the algorithm. For off-line 
testing visualization of the system is essential, so that the parameters can be 
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visualized. The visualization can be realised by graphics engine of the prototyping tool. 
For example, the coordinate of features like detected traffic sign or detected lane can 
be passed to graphics overlay and the algorithm can be visually verified.  
2.3 Graphics overlay 
Visualization of image data is very important in verifying and validation of a vision-
based system. The ADAS applications require visualization from 3D cameras and 
LIDAR systems. The environment can be visualized using the data from these devices. 
OpenGL (Open Graphics Library) provide API for executing graphics for 2D and 3D 
data. Using OpenGL the images can be altered and 3D model can be visualized. The 
ADTF tool uses OpenGL to implement the graphics filters. 
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) increases the performance of the system by making 
use of many core systems compared to normal multicore CPUs. The 3D graphics can 
be done much faster on a GPU with high definition. It can handle high amount of data 
with high throughput with floating point operations with massive parallelism. The 
programming environment of the graphics programming such as CUDA and OpenCL 
makes use of heterogeneous parallel systems. The main purpose of GPU is to 
accelerate the processing of graphics. It has hundreds of cores for multi-processing 
and data parallelism can be realised. Multithreaded processors like NVIDIA are used 
for graphics processing.   
The LIDAR and 3-D camera data can be visualized using Point Clouds. It is a collection 
data points on a X, Y and Z coordinate system. These point cloud data can be used 
for 3D data processing using PCL libraries.  
 
 
Figure 5 : Point Cloud 3D Data [3] 
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The library contains algorithms for filtering 3 D data, Outlier removal etc. The library 
can also be used in conjunction with OpenNI and ROS. The figure 5 shows the 
visualization of point cloud data by a LIDAR. 
2.4 Benchmarking of ADTF tool for Image processing 
It is usually quite difficult and time-consuming to redevelop functions for pre-processing 
steps like smoothing or edge detection, while developing an algorithm in a prototyping 
tool. Thus, in order to avoid this, open source libraries such as OpenCV, OpenNI 
(Kinect), libfreenect2 (Kinect 2), provide easy-to-use algorithms for 2D/3D image 
processing, machine learning, natural interaction or visualization. These open source 
libraries need to be bridged with ADTF tool so that prototyping and testing of new 
algorithm and application can be done on ADTF tool with ease of use.  
 
Figure 6 : Benchmarking of ADTF tool 
2.4.1  OpenCV  
 
OpenCV is an open source computer vision library developed by Intel. The library is 
available in C, C++ and Python for development of image processing applications. It is 
easy to install and use with integrated development environments like Visual Studio, 
Eclipse etc.  
OpenCV has so many structures, classes and namespace for each and every module 
enhanced for real time computer vision projects. OpenCV takes the image as Matrix 
and finds the pixel type and format automatically. The main class is Mat, in which the 
image object is stored. It is declared under the namespace CV, for example cv::Mat 
img. This is the basic data structure which stores the image and its components. The 
main attributes of the MAT class are rows, columns, channels, depth of the pixel. For 
basic graphics visualization OpenCV provides draw function like circle, ellipse, line, 
and rectangle.  
The high GUI (Graphical user interface) is one of the modules of OpenCV. The module 
has functions for user interaction or to give dynamic inputs. For example, using these 
functions, in a threshold application a track bar can be created for adjusting the 
threshold value. Camera calibration functions are also used to find real world 3D 
coordinates for robot guidance application. OpenCV also provides functions for Object 
detection and Machine learning. Region of Interest (ROI) can be defined and the 
objects can be classified for detection. For classification of image, OpenCV has 
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support vector machines and to train the system it has training functions. It also makes 
use of GPU for hardware acceleration. Some of the important OpenCV modules are 
as follows 
 
 Core 
 Highgui 
 Imgproc 
 Video 
 Objdetect 
 3D visualizer 
2.4.2 OpenNI  
Natural interaction applications are increasing day by day mainly in gesture control of 
Robot, Car infotainment systems or modern games. Motion capture is the main logic 
behind Natural interaction. The devices normally take hand or skeleton track as input 
for controlling a system. For example, gesture based control in infotainment to change 
songs or control volume. Kinect from Microsoft, Xtion from Asus are some of the 3D 
cameras with PrimeSense technology. The scanning is based on projected pattern of 
infrared rays and capturing the surrounding pattern and depth of objects. Primesense 
takes care of creating the actual pattern by comparing the projected pattern and 
captured pattern.  
 
Figure 7 : 3D sensor principle [4] 
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Here the RGB camera and depth camera values are fused to create the 3D 
environment. Depth is nothing but the distance of the object from the camera. The 
following fig shows the explanation about how 3D sensors work. 
 
The 3D environment is created, but an interface to communicate and exchange data 
between the sensors and the development environment is needed. OpenNI has 
interface for all PrimeSense based devices to exchange data. It is an Opensource 
framework for 3D data camera data processing. It provides both interface to 
communicate and implementing algorithms. OpenNI abstracts the purpose of interface 
independent of devices from different companies and versions. OpenNI has nodes that 
can create and exchange data that can be used by other nodes. Following is some of 
the basic OpenNI nodes 
 Device – it is a 3-D sensor 
 Depth – it creates the depth value based on the data from depth sensor 
 Image – this nodes creates image in comparison projected pattern 
 Gestures – it creates an interrupt and implements a call back function when a 
particular gesture is detected. 
 Hands – callback function is called when a hand point, position is created.  
The applications like body and hand tracking, gesture control a OpenNI middleware 
called NiTE is used. It provides information of the scene according to depth data given 
by the 3D sensor. 
 
 
 
Figure 8 : Skeleton tracking points with OpenNI [4] 
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The position and depth value can be used to create a real world coordinates by 
calibrating the camera. The depth value can be converted to millimetres for actual 
distance measurement. 
 
2.4.3 Parallel processing of image using OpenMP  
 
Image processing can be implemented in parallel by executing tasks in each core of 
the multicore system. Parallel programming paradigm is used in high performance 
computing and multithreading using instruction sequence. To process the image in 
parallel, the tasks should be mapped to threads and the operating system takes care 
of mapping the threads to cores. The following figure illustrates the mapping of tasks 
to cores via threads. T1, T2, T3 are the threads and P1 and P2 are the processes.  
 
 
Figure 9 : Task mapping to cores [5] 
OpenMP is API for programming of applications using multicore systems. It provides 
compiler directives which can be used to create SPMD pattern, synchronization to 
handled shared memory. The image processing can be parallelized with these 
constructs of OpenMP. For example, in the convolution process of an image, the same 
image kernel matrix is multiplied with the raw image. Here the process is independent 
which can be parallelized. The pixel values of the image are modified for pre-
processing like threshold binarization. These can be done using for loop by traversing 
through the pixel values. The binarization of pixel is independent of other pixel values; 
in this case, loop level parallelism can be achieved using OpenMP for loop construct 
where each and every iteration is mapped to single pixel in a round robin fashion. 
 
2.4.4 Hardware Acceleration using CUDA  
 
GPUs are used to compute complex calculation, simulation and graphics processing 
with massive parallelism. It has hundreds of cores which can be used for parallel 
processing. This can be achieved using programming environments for GPU like 
CUDA and OpenGL. CUDA is an abstracted programming environment developed by 
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NVIDIA for its graphics cards, which can also be executed on CPU. OpenCL (Open 
Computing Language) is also a programming environment for GPU. It is open source 
and explicit definition of the heterogeneous platform. 
The CUDA program is executed on both host and device. The host is normal CPU and 
device is nothing but GPU. The application is written in C with CUDA constructs for 
parallel programming. The parallel function executed on the device is called the kernel 
function and it generates many threads. The kernel functions are organized as grids 
and each grid will have several blocks. The blocks will contain many threads. The task 
can be executed by either blocks or threads.  
The application is written in CPU and the data is copied to GPU where it is executed 
and the processed data is copied back to CPU. The following figure shows how the 
parallel program executed in GPU. 
 
 
Figure 10 : Parallel processing using GPU 
2.4.5 ADTF benchmarking 
 
So far the programming environment for benchmarking and prototyping tool has been 
discussed. The main objective of this thesis is to create a bridge between OpenCV and 
ADTF tool for benchmarking of image and graphics processing for quick prototyping 
and testing.  
 
ADTF tool is modular based development environment for prototyping, testing and 
visualizing the new image processing algorithm especially for ADAS and Autonomous 
driving applications. By benchmarking using OpenCV, OpenMP environment the 
process can be executed with ease of use.  
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3 Theoretical Background 
3.1 OpenCV library 
OpenCV (Open source Computer Vision) is an open source computer vision library 
and machine learning library. The library has more than 2500 proved and stable 
algorithm for machine learning algorithms which can be used to detect, identify, track 
object and extract 3D models.  The OpenCV has C++, C and Python support with 
Windows, Linux, Android and Mac OS. 
3.2 OpenCV functions and algorithm 
OpenCV functions which are used in this Master Thesis are explained in this section. 
The examples are chosen based on the functions that are used for testing. This 
explanation will help in understanding the ADTF OpenCV Bridge and clearing the pitfall 
of the Filter framework. 
3.2.1 Load and display image 
The basic OpenCV function is to load an image and displaying it. The imread() function 
reads the image and returns the result of type Mat. The functions read and decode the 
image and find the type. The colour image is stored in 3 channels in the BGR 
sequence. For every image processing the basic core and highgui header is needed 
for Mat structure and graphics. A simple OpenCV function for loading and displaying a 
code snippet is shown below. 
 
    #include<iostream> 
    #include <opencv2/core/core.hpp> 
    #include <opencv2/highgui/highgui.hpp> 
     
    int main()  
   { 
     
        cv::Mat image; // create an empty image 
         
        // read the input image as a gray-scale image 
        image=  cv::imread("ADAS.bmp", CV_LOAD_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE);    
   
        // create another image window named 
        cv::namedWindow("Simple image display"); // define the window 
   
        cv::imshow("Display", image); // show the image 
          
        return 0; 
    } 
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OpenCV stores the image in the form of a Matrix and the class used to store the image 
is cv::Mat. When an object is created for this class, an empty image is created. This 
empty memory is filled with the image pixel values by reading the image using the 
function imread(). When there is no image the function returns NULL. The final image 
can be displayed by imshow() by passing the object name of type Mat. All the OpenCV 
class and function comes under the namespace CV. The visualization and graphics 
functions are available in the module highgui. The Mat structure contains the 
parameters of image like size, data type, number of channels, rows, columns and 
mainly the pixel values.  
 
3.2.2 Image smoothing - Gaussian blur 
The Gaussian blur is used to smoothen the image for noise reduction. OpenCV 
provides function named GaussianBlur() which takes an image as input and smoothen 
the image and store it in the destination Mat container specified in the function.  
 
void GaussianBlur(InputArray src, OutputArray dst, Size ksize, double 
sigmaX, double sigmaY, int borderType);   
 
The GaussianBlur function takes input image from the parameter src, kernel size, 
standard deviation in X and Y direction and the border type. When the function is 
executed, the ouput is stored in the parameter dst. 
 
#include "opencv2/imgproc/imgproc.hpp" 
#include "opencv2/highgui/highgui.hpp" 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
using namespace cv; 
int main( int argc, char** argv ) 
{ 
// create an empty source_image and destination image 
 cv::Mat source_image, dst;  
         
// read the input source_image as a gray-scale source_image 
 source_image=  cv::imread("ADAS.bmp", CV_LOAD_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE);    
         
GaussianBlur( source_image, dst, Size( 5, 5 ), 0, 0 ); 
// create another source_image window named 
 
cv::namedWindow("smoothen image"); // define the window 
cv::imshow("Display", dst); // show the source_image 
          
return 0; 
 
 }  
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3.2.3 HoughCircle transformation 
The circles in an image can be detected by using the OpenCV function HoughCircles(). 
The function takes the image and finds number of circles, the coordinates of each and 
every circle. The parameter of the circle is stored in an Vector of Vec3f (vector of 3 
float values). The vector stores x coordinate value, y coordinate value and radius of 
the circle. The function finds the circle based on the parameters and conditions passed 
to it. Conditions include minimum distance between two circle centre, minimum circle 
radius and maximum circle radius. The 2D coordinates are stored in a data type called 
point. The size of the vector i.e. number of circles in the image is known by size() 
function and the loop can be iterated by using size value as upper bound. The graphics 
overlay for visualizing the circle is done by drawing functions which can implement 
basic shapes for graphics. The function circle() takes the coordinates of the circle, 
radius and colour space value to draw a circle on the raw image and the visualization 
is achieved.  The function Scalar() takes the BGR value to decide the colour of the 
circle drawn. 
 
HoughCircles(sourc,dest_vector,CV_HOUGH_GRADIENT,1,100,50,60,0,200); 
  //Graphics for visualizing the circle 
   
 for( int i = 0; i < m_circles.size(); i++) 
    { 
         Point center(cvRound(m_circles[i][0]),cvRound(m_circles[i][1])); 
         int radius = cvRound(m_circles[i][2]); 
         // draw the circle outline 
         circle(imgCnv, center, radius, cv::Scalar(0,255,0), 4, 8, 0 );    
         
    }    
 
 
 
Figure 11 : Output of Hough transform 
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3.2.4 OpenCV Modules 
OpenCV is modular structure that has dedicated modules for different algorithms. 
Following are the modules  
 Core – this module defines the data structure MAT for storing the image in the 
form matrix and basic image processing functions. 
 imgproc – basic image processing filtering, image transformations, colour space 
conversion for example BGR to GRAY, etc 
 video – video analysis, object tracking, coordinate transformation 
 calib3d – camera calibration, pose estimation, and reconstruction of 3D images.  
 features2d - feature detectors, descriptors, and descriptor matchers. 
 objdetect - detection of objects and instances of the predefined classes (for 
example, faces, eyes, mugs, people, cars, and so on). 
 highgui – Graphics user interface to track bar, mouse point tracking, image and 
video codecs 
 GPU – GPU hardware acceleration for OpenCV parallel processing functions 
and high level graphics processing. 
3.3 ADTF Framework 
ADTF is mainly used for development of algorithm, testing and visualization of 
developed algorithm. It actually provides a complete environment for development and 
graphics visulalization. The ADTF development environment consists of  
 Software development kit 
 Configuration editor 
 Development components for basic signal processing 
Main focus of ADTF is for developing the prototypes and functions for image and sound 
processing faster.  Not only for development for also visualization. The ADTF filters 
exchange data in terms of data streams.  The advantage is the dynamic configuration, 
which means pins can be dynamically configured, Layer based system, and Basic 
operating system like kernel is provided, same result on offline and online processing. 
The CMake make build system helps in building the application regardless of target 
platform. 
3.3.1 Layer based model 
The ADTF SDK contains software components which are arranged in layers. These 
software components are called filters which can be used in algorithm development. 
The layers are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 12 : ADTF Layers [6] 
ADTF has two main layers governing the whole SDK, Which will be covered later in 
thesis report. 
 ADTF Services layer 
 ADTF Runtime layer 
 
3.3.1.1 Micro component object model 
The software development process in ADTF is completely component based approach 
and object oriented. It follows the Microsoft Component Object Model for the 
component interaction. These components are suitable for binaries and no 
dependencies on the source code for component interaction.   
 
                          
Figure 13 : Micro component Layer [6] 
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The essential needs to develop a component are by creating interface for interaction 
of components and creating binaries. ADTF tool uses plugin concept for including filter 
in the tool. These plugins are nothing by Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL).  
 
3.3.1.2 Component interaction 
The image data or sample has to be transmitted and read by different components. 
For this purpose interaction of component is needed. ADTF has default interface for 
this accomplishing the data exchange. This default interface paves way for application 
to choose a specific interface and its also takes care of lifetime of an object. This 
interface also provides reference counter for differentiating different instance by 
providing unique counter value. The default interface is defined in the following code 
snippet 
 
class IObject  
{  
public:  
virtual tResult GetInterface(const tChar* riid, tVoid** ppvObject) = 0;  
virtual tUInt Ref() = 0;  
virtual tUInt Unref() = 0;  
virtual tVoid Destroy() = 0;  
};  
 
Since the interface in C++ is implemented using abstract class, the method inside this 
default interface is declared as pure virtual function. 
The special interface can be used by the application using the identifier ‘riid’ (Request 
interface identifier) and the reference counter is incremented to make sure that each 
and every application has unique instance. Also the instance can be destroyed to avoid 
memory leak. 
 
3.3.1.3 ADTF Binaries and Plugins 
Since the binaries created by the C++ are not in a specific format, i.e compiler creates 
binaries for particular platform; components are created for binary compatibility. The 
Micro COM takes care of making the plugins available in Global plugin directory.  
The components which can be loaded dynamically has a unique format. ADTF can 
load many components at run time. The plugin contains many components which 
should have a unique ID. These plugins are basic DLL (Dynamic Link Libraries). In 
windows operating systems, they are DLL and shared objects in Linux. ADTF reads 
these DLL as plugin library like .PLB files. 
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3.3.2 Architecture of ADTF Streams 
 
Figure 14 : ADTF Streaming Architecture [12b] 
 
The ADTF application consists of interconnection of filters. The input to the filter is 
normally a data stream. The stream can be frame or pixel value which depends on how 
the data being transmitted. These filters are actually connected graph with uni-
direction. The filters are called nodes and the graph is called filter graph. The 
connection between these filters are realised by pins. The pins can be created statically 
or dynamically. The data streams use these interface pins as gateway to enter the 
filter. The pin accepts only data which is of particular data type.  
The application handles data in the any format. The data container in ADTF is called 
pMediaSample. The received data from one node to other node is stored as media 
sample. The interval for transmitting data can be set in the node configuration. The 
way of triggering of filters as follows 
 Data triggered  
 Time triggered  
Data triggered – The filter function is called every time the sample is received. The 
data race can be avoided by synchronization of Media samples. OnPinEvent function 
is called by the callback function. 
 
Time triggered – The filter is executed for a particular interval as set in the property 
configuration. This can be used for transmitting the raw sample values. 
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Figure 15 : ADTF filter graph [12b] 
The filter pin is configured with the class type cVideoPin and created statically or 
dynamically. The pin is also registered with the object instance. The media sample is 
transferred via the registered pins and it contains the essential data which is needed 
for allocating the memory and to read it from the buffer. The sample can be copied 
from the buffer and the data can be accessed by the pointer of type IMediaSample. 
3.3.3 Micro COM Runtime Layer 
 
Figure 16 : ADTF Runtime Layer [6] 
The ADTF runtime is implemented in a state machine and it provides the necessary 
interface for all the system services. This layer takes care of the following tasks 
 Registration or deregistration of plugin 
 Start and stop of system service 
 Change of state 
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3.3.4 ADTF Service layer 
 
Figure 17 : ADTF Service Layer [6] 
The main objective of this layer is to maintain the services, namespace, filtergraph, 
session, clock service and kernel service. The Flow of service layer is shown in the 
table follows. 
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Table 1 : State flow of service layer [6] 
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3.3.5 ADTF Application layer 
Some basic filters that are needed to develop a simple ADAS application are filter to 
read and process the sample and visualize the processed sample. There are many 
filters inbuilt in ADTF for streaming the data.  
3.3.5.1 ADTF basic filter 
For developing an ADTF application, the visual studio setup for plugin creation is very 
important which is covered in chapter four simulation setup. ADTF has basic class 
cFilter which provides all necessary interfaces for developing application specific filter. 
The base class should be inherited to avail the interfaces in application filter. Every 
filter should have a unique object ID which differentiates from other instances. An 
example code snippet is provided below. 
 
#ifndef _MYFILTER_HEADER  
#define _MYFILTER_HEADER  
#define OID_ADTF_MYFILTER "adtf.demo.myfilter"  
 
class cMyFilter : public cFilter  
{  
ADTF_DECLARE_FILTER(OID_ADTF_MYFILTER, "My Demo Filter",  
                    adtf::OBJCAT_Generic);  
 
public:  
cMyFilter(const tChar* __info);  
virtual ~cMyFilter();  
};  
#endif _MYFILTER_HEADER  
3.3.5.2 State machine of ADTF Filters 
Stage first is the entry point of the ADTF application. The ADTF kernel enters this 
stage initially and starts the state machine. This is where the filter pins are created. 
The pincreate() function takes the string as parameter for displaying the pin name on 
the filter. The second parameter is the media type. It can be a video stream data or 
raw CAN message data for example. After the creation of the pin, the ADTF has to 
register the pin. This is done by passing the address of the object to the register 
function.  
Stage two is graph normal state. This is where the property of the filter is defined. The 
name of the display, the test attributes the file name and the sample time of the filter 
for time based triggering is defined. 
Stage three is graph ready state. In this state the filter is done creating the pin and 
registered the pin configuration. The filter is in ready state to receive the streaming 
sample data. 
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                                                              Figure 18 : Filter state machine [6] 
 
 
                                             Figure 19 : Ifilter state during state change [6] 
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3.3.5.3 Data triggering  
One of the main features of ADTF is data based triggering. The filters are connected 
with each other and need to trigger to carry out each of its function. The reception of 
data can be detected by ADTF kernel and it will call a function called OnPinEvent.  
The data stream received in the ADTF filter buffer is an event on which the filter 
functionality is triggered. The pixel or the frame data can be accessed by 
IMediaSample object pointer. The IMediaSample points to the memory location of the 
buffer and frame data can be retrieved using GetFormat function which can return the 
essential information about the frame or pixel, like resolution of the image or pixel 
format.  
 
Figure 20 : Triggering and Data exchange between filters [6] 
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4 Concept and Simulation setup 
4.1 Concept and Development 
The main aim benchmarking is to develop the process faster than the standard 
methods. Including OpenCV libraries in ADTF will make it easier. The main concept is 
to understand how OpenCV and ADTF sees and handles an image and create a bridge 
by recreating an image of MAT OpenCV format.  
A development environment is needed to develop the filter implementation which 
should be able to include various library files and link them together and create a DLL 
file – in our case a PLB file.  
In Microsoft Visual studio it is possible to include the header and library directories to 
the project so that the function can be implemented without any linkage errors. The 
problem is to make this setup for every target platform. To avoid this CMake comes 
handy. The CMake build system is used to compile the process and it is independent 
of any target platform. The CMake uses a configuration file which is used to generate 
build files. For example CmakeLists.txt is the configuration file in which the contains 
the CMake code and its instructs to find the package and create build configuration 
and the following image shows the overall development concept. 
 
Figure 21 : ADTF OpenCV Bridge Concept 
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4.1.1 OpenCV Image Format  
4.1.1.1 Single channel image  
The OpenCV sees the image in the form of Matrix. The pixel values are stored in X 
and Y coordinates. Just row and column is needed to access a single pixel of the image 
and vector value is used in case of multichannel images.  
 
Figure 22 : A single channel image [13] 
The above figure shows the image format of OpenCV in single channel. That is grey 
image. The value varies depend on the pixel depth and normally it is between 0 to 255 
where 0 being fully dark and 255 being fully white or vice versa. The single channel 
array data type is important because this data is needed in understanding the image 
format. The single channel in OpenCV is referred as following Enum 
 CV_8U (8 bit unsigned integer) 
 CV_8S (8 bit signed integer) 
 CV_16U (16 bit unsigned integer) 
 CV_16S (16 bit signed integer) 
 CV_32S (32 bit signed integer) 
 CV_32F (32 bit floating point number) 
4.1.1.2 Multichannel Image 
 
Figure 23 : 3 channel images [13] 
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The multichannel image in OpenCV is shown above. The three channels represent 
three different colors in color model, for example RGB colour space. The value can be 
accessed using the vector template in OpenCV as follows.  
image.at<cv::Vec3b>(j,i)[0];  
image.at<cv::Vec3b>(j,i)[1];  
image.at<cv::Vec3b>(j,i)[2];   
Where image is the object of Mat container and i, j are the coordinates of the respective 
array channel. The Enums for the OpenCV multichannel are follows. 
 CV_8UC1 (single channel array with 8 bit unsigned integers)  
 CV_8UC2 (2 channel array with 8 bit unsigned integers) 
 CV_8UC3 (3 channel array with 8 bit unsigned integers) 
 CV_8UC4 (4 channel array with 8 bit unsigned integers) 
 
4.1.2 Bridge creation 
 
The ADTF data streams are converted to OpenCV format by understanding ADTF data 
storage in the buffer. The main idea is to acquire the data from the buffer which are 
need for OpenCV image building. These data can be passed to OpenCV empty image 
and a new OpenCV data is created. The following diagram shows the clear overview 
of bridge creation.  
 
 
Figure 24 : ADTF Bridge for OpenCV 
 
The Image parameters from ADTF can be retrieved using the getformart() method of 
cImage class. The getformat() method returns a pointer which can be used to access 
a structure which contains the Height, width, Bitsperpixel, Pixel format etc. of the image 
sample. As soon as the data is received this data must be acquired.  
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OpenCV format sees the image as matrix; it needs Rows and column which is the 
image resolution. The MAT container has the details about matrix size and pointer the 
actual Matrix which contains the pixel value. This MAT container also holds information 
about the colour space and the pixel depth. The object name for MAT type is can 
access all the information in the container. So by copying the memory from ADTF 
buffer to MAT container the data can be accessed by OpenCV functions.  
During pin event the data has to cross checked with for Event for the media that is 
received. The event holds the information about type of the media sample received. 
Also for the source pin type and object of the data stream has to be checked for 
mismatch. Since OnPinEvent is not thread safe. For synchronization of the events, 
threads can be locked and unlocked during the process. Data race may occur, if the 
threads are not synchronized. ADTF Util library provides mechanisms for 
synchronization of threads calling the OnPinEvent. 
4.2 Visual studio setup for ADTF 
The conversion algorithm is developed in Visual studio using C++. The project is 
actually developed as DLL. But ADTF see these Dynamic link libraries as PLB file. The 
setup contains including of header files and linking of libraries of both ADTF and 
OpenCV. The ADTF can support Visual studio 2008 or Visual studio 2010. The 
compiler and linker of the ADTF is a part of windows SDK. The steps to do the header 
file and library linking is shown below 
 
 
Figure 25 : Step 1 – visual studio ADTF 
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As previously mentioned the PLB files are actually Dynamic Linked Libraries for ADTF 
filters.  
 
Figure 26 : Step 2 - For DLL development 
After this in Project properties window, the path for libraries and header files has to be 
included which is shown below. The settings to create PLB file and enable 
multithreaded debugger are also shown below. 
 
 
Figure 27 : Step 3 - ADTF header file inclusion 
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Table 2 : Settings for ADTF PLB generation in Project properties [12a] 
The above shown setting are important so that the PLB file will contain the path for the 
external libraries and ADTF tool can check for during the execution of the filter. The 
target output file will contain the .PLB file which can imported in ADTF. This imported 
file will appear as Filter component in the ADTF tool. The filters will make use of the 
header and library to execute ADTF solution. 
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4.3 ADTF tool setup 
4.3.1 Configuration editor  
 
ADTF tool contain Filter graph, which is connection of filters for data exchange. The 
Configuration editor allow to create the filter graph where the alogorthim can be 
executed. When the PLB file is imported the filters are automotically visibile in the 
component tree if the path is set in Global plugin directories. The global plugin directory 
contains all the filters that will available for every project. The project specific filters can 
be loaded using property browser of ADTF tool. 
 
Figure 28 : ADTF Configuration editor and Filter graph 
ADTF componets connected to each other by registering the pins. The pins accept 
connection only when the data type expected by the pin meet the data type of 
connecting pin. The ADTF configration can be edited using the XML code snippet as 
follows 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
-<adtf:project xmlns:adtf="adtf"> 
<fileinfo configversion="1.3" adtfversion="2.13.1"/> 
<configuration_settings/> 
 
-<general_settings> 
<property value="default" type="String" name="active_configuration"/> 
</general_settings> 
 
-<configurations> 
-<configuration name="default" description=""> 
-<graph> 
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<filter priority="1" idref="adtf.visual.video_display" 
alias="Video_Display3"/> 
-<filter priority="1" idref="adtf.stg.harddisk_player" 
alias="Harddisk_Player"> 
 
-<settings> 
<property value="B:\TU-
Chemnitz\Car2X_Nobert\WorkspaceADTF\WorkspaceArunKumar\example_clock_file.d
at" type="String" name="filename"/> 
</settings> 
 
</filter> 
<filter priority="1" idref="adtf.visual.video_display" 
alias="Video_Display4"/> 
-<filter priority="1" idref="de.tuchemnitz.adtf.ce_ws.demo.imagefilereader"
alias="Image_File_Reader"> 
 
-<settings> 
<property value="B:\TU-
Chemnitz\Car2X_Nobert\WorkspaceADTF\WorkspaceArunKumar\speed-limit.png" 
type="String" name="Filename"/> 
</settings> 
</filter> 
 
<connection source="Image_File_Reader.image_out" interface="" 
dest="Video_Display4.input" connection_priority="50"/> 
<filter priority="1" idref="adtf.visual.video_display" 
alias="Video_Display5"/> 
<connection source="Harddisk_Player.video" interface="" 
dest="Video_Display5.input" connection_priority="50"/> 
<filter priority="2" 
idref="de.tuchemnitz.adtf.ce_ws.demo.imageinverter_OpenCV" 
alias="Filter_OpenCV_converter"/> 
<connection source="Filter_OpenCV_converter.inverted_image" interface="" 
dest="Video_Display3.input" connection_priority="50"/> 
<connection source="Image_File_Reader.image_out" interface="" 
dest="Filter_OpenCV_converter.original_image" connection_priority="50"/> 
</graph> 
</configuration> 
</configurations> 
</adtf:project> 
  
4.3.2 ADTF GUI elements 
The tool also has elements for controlling the configuration. ADTF control can be used 
to playback the sample, start, stop and the sample can even be streamed frame by 
frame. The curently loaded configuration is under the window project tree. Filters can 
also be traced using filter trace view option. The timing and activity of the filter can be 
traced and is useful in finding how much time the filter is taking to execute, if it is 
activated and sample time of the data stream. Video files can be sample using DAT 
file info which gives the number of samples and its type and start/stop timing of the 
stream. 
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4.4 Visual studio with OpenCV setup 
OpenCV libraries can be included with visual studio by setting its header and library 
directory path in the project properties just like ADTF settings. The settings are as 
follows 
 Include directories – for opencv header files 
 Libraries directories –  path for opencv libraries 
 Additional dependencies – library for linking 
The path can also be set in environmental variables and the variable name can be 
used instead of giving the whole parth inside the project configuration settings. the 
Additional dependencies need to added so that the linker will where to check for the 
fuction defintions.  
 
 
Figure 29 : Additional dependent libraries of OpenCV 
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5 Implementaton 
5.1 Accessing ADTF samples 
The ADTF samples are stream of data which could be pixel value, frame, Audio or 
CAN singnal. The data stream is arrived at the pin and stored in buffer. It can be 
accessed by allocating dynamic memory for which the size can be get by 
Imediasample class. 
Imediasample is an abstract class which is used to get data and set data about the 
sample that is arrived on the pin. Imediasample is a derived class from cMediasample 
abstract class which is an interface and that makes Imediasample an interface. In C++, 
a class class is defined as abstract class by defining one of its function to zero. This is 
called pure virtual functions. All the functions declared in the Imediasample are 
declated as pure virtual functions.  Imediasample serves as the main interface for 
accessing the sample paramteres.  
Some of the functions that IMediasample as follows and all are pure virtual functions. 
 virtual tInt  GetSize () const =0  - this functions is used to get the size of the 
buffer. The size depends on the size of the data sample. This can be used in 
allocating memory dynamically.  
 virtual tResult  Lock (const tVoid **ppPointer)=0 – it is used to lock the resource. 
It is always better to use this synchornization mechanism since the OnPinEvent 
function is not thread safe. The function will be called everytime an event is 
arrived. If sample2 OnPinEvent overwrites before sample1 is retrived, the wrong 
data will be read. When the thread calling the OnPinEvent locks the shared 
resource and unlocks when the sample is processed, the whole task is 
synchronized. The following images explains the scenerio. S1, S2 and S3 are 
samples  
 
Figure 30 : Non synchronized execution and synchronized execution 
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 virtual tResult  Unlock (const tVoid *pPointer)=0 – unlocks the resource and only 
when it is unlocked, other thread can call the OnPinEvent. 
 virtual tResult CopyBufferFrom (const tVoid *pSrc, tInt nCount, tInt 
nSrcOffset=0, tInt nDestOffset=0)=0 – this fucntion copies the value stored in a 
raw memory bank to the sample buffer. 
 virtual tResult  CopyBufferTo (tVoid *pDest, tInt nCount, tInt nSrcOffset=0, tInt 
nDestOffset=0)=0 – this function is used to copy the sample buffer to a raw 
memory.  
 
 
The above code snippet shows how to access the ADTF sample. A pointer to 
IMediaSample is passed by OnPinEvent functio. This pointer is pointing to the starting  
address of sample buffer. To store the values of buffer to a raw memory, the size of 
the data has to found, which can be get by GetSize() function which returns the size. 
This value can be used to create a dynamic memory which should hold the data, for 
example pixels. The values are of type tUInt8 which is the typedef for 8 bit integer, that 
means pixel value is from 0 to 255. A memory allocation can be done using the size 
returned by the GetSize() function and the just by passing the pointer of newly allocated 
memory to CopyBufferTo() function, the raw memory can be filled with ADTF samples 
and the pixelDate pointer variable stores the starting address of the memory block. 
 
Now the samples has to to accessed for processing the image.  The pointer variable 
pixelData is pointing to the first pixel. Changing the value of this memory by 
dereferncing the pointer directly reflected on the value. Thus the pixel value can be 
modified. The next pixel value can be simply accessed by incrementing the pointer and 
dereference it using a loop. The snippet for accessing and modifying the pixel value is 
shown below. The snippet simply converting the image into a binary image by setting 
all pixel to either 200 or 0. This is used to sepeate the background and foreground  of 
the image.  
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5.2 Reading Image and .DAT file in ADTF 
The Filters graph of ADTF has some property to sample the data during a time stamp 
or an event. The initial reading of data can be time triggered. It can be read by setting 
the path of image file or .DAT file. 
5.2.1 Image access 
For devloping a filter to read an image, we need to set the properties before the state 
machine of cFilter is started. In this properties, we have to set the filename, display 
name, description and  interval properties to read the image like interval time in 
milliseconds to transmit the image. These function can be called inside the constructor 
of the project filter class so that the properties are set once the object get in the scope. 
The following code snippet shows how to set property for a filter. 
 
 
 
Now that the property is set, the image needs to be we need to create the pin for the 
filter. Since the image has to loaded to filter manually, there is no need of input pin. 
The output pin has to be created and registered. This can be done create() function of 
cVideoPin class and RegisterPin() function. The filter is time triggered, hence the 
intervel that is set as property has to be passed to SetInterval() function.   
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The above code snippet show the intervel setting. cTimeTriggered filter class contains 
a cycle function that is called periodically at the set timestamp. So this function can be 
used to set the format that is accepted by the next filter and updated at every interval 
and this data will be availble at same interval time.  
 
 
Figure 31 : Accessing Image file 
5.2.2 DAT file access 
The video files in ADTF can be accessed in the form of .DAT file. The DAT file can be 
accessed using the inbuilt component Harddisk player. This component filter can read 
a DAT file and send it over the outpin to the next filter. The data stream from Harddisk 
player filter depends on how it has be configured during recording. The .DAT file can 
be loaded by simply providing the path in Harddisk player property. Once the DAT file 
is loaded on the Harddisk player, the dynamically configured pins will appear on the 
filter. These pins can be used to connect to the next filter.  
 
Figure 32 : Accessing DAT file 
5.3 OpenCV ADTF Bridge 
The image or Video file, both the filters send the data in form of stream at a timestamp 
of interval configured during the plugin configuration. These stream of data needs to 
converted to Matrix format in order to make it understandable for OpenCV functions. 
The Matrix comprises of rows and columns. So the first step in creating a bridge 
between OpenCV and ADTF is to find the rows and colums, which is also the resolution 
of the image or video frame.  
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As soon as the pin receives the sample, the rows and columns can be found by  
Getformat() function. the function returns a pointer to a structure that hold the value of 
rows and colums. This is brifly expalined in the topic 4.1.2. the exact attribute to access 
are nWidth and nHeight of the structure tBitmapFormat. In the below snippet 
m_oImageInput is an object of the class cImage which handles the image and bitmap 
handling. The snippet below shows how to access Rows and column of sample stream. 
 
 
For creation of basic OpenCV image, three parameters are needed Row, Columns and 
type. The type is the matrix element type, which holds the information about the 
channels and bit depth. The value of this element type is stored in typedefs of which 
are shown in 4.1.1.2. The equivalent ADTF pixel format values of these typedefs need 
to be assigned to the Mat type of Mat container. The enum tPixelFormat holds all the 
value of pixel format that is supported by ADTF.  
 
typedef struct tag_BitmapFormat 
     { 
        tInt32 nWidth; 
        tInt32 nHeight; 
        tInt16 nBitsPerPixel; 
        tInt16 nPixelFormat; 
        tInt32 nBytesPerLine; 
        tInt32 nSize; 
        tInt32 nPaletteSize; 
} tBitmapFormat;  
 
Examples for color BlueViolet with RGB(138,43,226) or 0x8A2BE2 (=9055202 dec) 
 cColor(138, 43, 226) - with default PF_BGRA_8888 
 cColor::SetRGBA(cColor(138, 43, 226).GetRGBA()) - with default 
PF_BGRA_8888 
 cColor::SetRGBA(9055202) -  with default PF_BGRA_8888 
 cColor::SetRGBA(9055202, PF_BGRA_8888) 
 cColor::SetRGBA(14822282, PF_RGBA_8888) 
Enumerator list is given below. 
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Figure 33 : Enum list for tbitmapformat [12a] 
The Mat() container is filled with rows, columns and type that is equivalent. Data of 
ADTF is copied to Mat container using memcpy(). At this point, any OpenCV function 
can be called including the graphics function. Below code snippet shows the OpenCV 
image format creation. 
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For optimization purpose some of the OpenCV functions for Eg HoughCircle() accept 
only 8 bit, 1 channel images. But if the input image or video frame is different, it needs 
to be converted to single channel, 8 bit image. So for case like this, recreation of ADTF 
image which is equivalent of latest OpenCV image is needed. For recreation of ADTF 
format, cImage class has a create() function which can create a new image. the code 
snippet recreation of ADTF image is shown below.  
 
 
 
After converting the image back to ADTF format, the data of OpenCV Mat container 
has to be copied to ADTF container. Now the data in ADTF format becomes the media 
sample of type IMediaSample and it has to be transmitted as data streams. An object 
of type IMediaSample is created which is smart pointer object. The sample needs to 
be updated for transmitting it to the output pin. A method Update() of the class 
cMediaSample is used to update the internal sample data. In this method the sample 
time has to be passed to tell the kernel about time stamp for updating the value. This 
is the way of allocating new transfer buffer and the synchronization mechanism (lock 
and unlock) for updating the sampled data has to be implemented. For a new media 
sample, a new memory has to be allocated. The format has to be set for transmitting 
the sample and Transmit function has to be called for transmitting the ADTF sample to 
other filters. The below code snippet shows the transmission function. 
 
 
 
The transmitting format of the sample depends on how the next filter is going to use 
the sample.  
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Case 1: For cases when the next filter needs the pre-processed image rather than 
completely processed image, for example edge detection, it is mandatory to recreate 
the image since the image format coming inside the filter and going out of the filter is 
different. So the parameters same as input image cannot be used to update the output 
image.  
Case 2: For cases when only the image data is necessary for further process, for 
example to apply only graphics overlay, the same data format can be used for both 
input and output images. For HoughCircle() function, the algorithm is used to find the 
coordinate of the circle and original image is transmitted to the next filter and with the 
help of coordinate, the ADTF graphics engine applies the Overlay to highlight the found 
circles. 
5.4 Filter Architecture on Configuration Editor 
So far, the development of plugin is explained and now the filter graph has to generated 
for testing the prototype. The ADTF components are loaded in global plugin directories. 
PLB file is the DLL file that needs to be loaded by ADTF SDK during runtime. The path 
PLB file can be set either in Global plugin directory or under property browser -> 
plugins. The difference is the filters that are loaded using Global plugin directories are 
reflected in every project and has the same instance. The plugins loaded in the 
property browser is local to project and has its own instance.   
 
5.4.1 DAT file Filter graph 
 
The DAT filter graph contains the following filter 
 Harddisk_Player filter – this filter loads a .DAT and send the data stream to the 
next filter. The path for finding the respective .DAT file can be set in Filter property. 
The option to do that pops when the Component is clicked. 
 Filter_OpenCV – this is the Framework filter for converting the DAT file data stream 
into OpenCV readable format.  
 Video_Display – this is used to display the data stream in a window.  
Here, two video display filters are used to see the original .DAT file and the ouput 
processed .DAT file. The original .DAT can be displayed by directly connecting from 
video pin of the harddisk player filter. 
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Figure 34 : Filter Graph for .DAT file 
5.4.2 Image file filter graph 
The Image file can be read by setting the path in Image file reader filter property 
browser. Location of the image has to be loaded and the image file is streamed on the 
filter’s output pin. The same OpenCV ADTF bridge filter can be used for both Image 
and .DAT file. The Architecture for Image file reader is shown below.  
 
Figure 35 : Filter Graph for Image file 
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5.4.3 Modular approach 
The ADTF filters can be connected to each other with the same data types. The filter 
architecture is modular so that each filter can be independently developed and the data 
of one filter can be used for other filter for graphics or consecutive processing steps. 
In pre-processing of image, sequence of filters is used to take the image step by step. 
For example, filtering out the unwanted data or increasing the contrast. In modular 
approach, the filters can be independent and reusable for multipurpose. Evaluation of 
multiple filters is often needed in image processing, for example feature point detection 
key points from Harris corner detector and FAST detector is evaluated to detected 
robust key points. The detector filters can be used in finding the key points and the 
features points can be detected by transmitting the key point data to the evaluator filter. 
This modular approach helps in prototyping the feature point detector fast and ease of 
use. 
 
Figure 36: Modular approach in Feature detection 
 
Figure 37 : Harris Corner detection Keypoints – Blue marked 
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The key points can be found using FAST and Harris corner and it can be evaluated to 
find the best key points. The filters can be individually tested and visualized to get 
optimal key points. The ADTF Hard disk player filter and Graphics Engine can be used 
to visualize the key points. The same key points can be transmitted to other filters as 
long as the data types are same.  
 
The filters are often calibrated and the parameters of OpenCV have to be fine-tuned 
to get optimized results. The default value of the parameters can be set in the 
framework file and the values can be changed during simulation. ADTF provides Get 
and set properties for filter with description. These properties can be directly tagged to 
the parameters of OpenCV function, so that the ADTF OpenCV Bridge needs not to 
be modified.  
 
 
cornerHarris(image, image, GetPropertyInt(PROP_Blocksize), 
GetPropertyInt(PROP_ksize), GetPropertyFloat(PROP_kvalue), BORDER_DEFAULT);
   
 
The property value of the filter is passed as an argument to the GetProperty functions. 
The property window provides the option to feed the function parameters of the 
OpenCV Bridge.  
 
 
Figure 38 : Filter Property window 
 
5.5 Graphics Visualization 
The processed image always needs to be visualized for verifying the results. For this 
purpose graphics has to be overlaid on the original image or processed image. ADTF 
provides powerful graphics engine to do this overlay. The graphics visualization can 
be overlaid in two types using this framework. 
 OpenCV in-built Graphics  
 ADTF Graphics engine 
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5.5.1 OpenCV in-built Graphics 
The OpenCV graphics can be implemented using Basic draw functions. It provides 
functions to draw basic shapes like line, ellipse, Circle etc. OpenCV functions always 
return the parameters and store it in a points, scalar and vector.  
 Points – this is a C++ template for storing 2D points like x coordinate and y 
coordinate. The coordinates are stored in variable of type Point. 
 Vector – this is also a template that allocates memory dynamically and frees the 
memory by itself. This is used to store the actual feature points and it can be 
accessed using loop and size of the vector. 
 Scalar – it is a 4 element vector used for passing pixel values for a function. it 
can be used in creating color using RGB values for example. 
 
 
The above snippet shows the Graphics implementation using OpenCV. The function 
HoughCircles detect the number of circles in an image and stores the coordinates in a 
vector. The value of size of vector can be accessed using the size() and can iterate 
through the circles. The coordinates of the circle is passed to Point from the 
dynamically allocated memory, and the circle overlay can be implemented using the 
circle function. This function takes the coordinates and radius which is stored in the 
vector and Scalar for the graphics colour. When this function executes, a circle will be 
drawn on the found coordinates.  
 
 
5.5.2 ADTF Graphics Engine 
ADTF itself offers Graphics engine for visualization of data. It provides interface for 
implementing graphics functions, which reduced the dependencies between the 
component implementing the algorithm and component for graphics function. ADTF 
uses hardware accelerated functions of OpenGL and has an abstraction layer for 2D 
or 3D graphics operations. ADTF graphics engine is a part of ADTF developer libraries 
under namespace adtf_graphics. The Graphics command List (GCL) identifier can be 
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used to store the commands and the basic overlay can be implemented. Some GCL 
commands for example are as follows 
 GCL_CMD_LINEWIDTH - Sets width for line drawing operations.  
 GCL_CMD_DRAWCIRCLE - Draws a circle at the specified point and with the 
given diameter.  
 GCL_CMD_FILLCIRCLE - Draws a filled circle at the specified point with the 
given diameter.  
A dedicated filter pin for Graphics function can be created for each and every filter. The 
ADTF data stream can be used to send the image parameters data and the output pin 
for graphics function can be connected to video display filter and it takes care of overlay 
of graphics on the image data stream. The out pin can be created statically or 
dynamically. Steps to create ADTF graphics is shown below. 
Steps 1 – an output pin for transmitting the graphics data has to be created and 
registered. The command list needs some memory allocation and it can be done by 
AllocMediaType() function. At this point output pin is ready. The code snippet for pin 
creation is show below. 
 
 
 
Step 2 – Then the static commands can be used to create graphics. For generating 
this graphic command lists, cGCLWriter class is used. The parameters of the circle can 
be obtained from OpenCV and the same value can be passed to store commands. 
This sample can then be transmitted to the GCL_INPUT pin of the video display filter. 
The function is also not thread safe, so synchronization mechanism has to implement 
by locking and unlocking the graphics data and the snippet for GCL Transmission for 
Overlay is shown below. 
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The filter connection for ADTF graphics is shown below. The static _gcl pin can be 
seen in create function and gcl_input pin is created in Video_Display inbuilt filter. 
 
Figure 39 : Graphics configuration 
5.6 CMake build system 
CMake is an opensource tool which is used to build the project files with simple CMake 
scripts. It can be used to with native build systems. The source code is built with CMake 
commands in CMakeLists.txt file, which is used in building the system independent of 
compiler and operating system. The commands can be used to locate the library files 
and header files and configure with Build Environment automatically. Many software 
needs building to put all the source code together without any linking errors. CMake 
tools helps to manage the source code and building of application. When combining 
multiple tools like ADTF and OpenCV, both the tool have different libraries and header 
files. So a simple CMake script can add the dependencies for the development 
environment. These path can be set using CMake variables to find the packages and 
include them in the project. The CMake GUI is used to add the CMakeLists.txt file 
where the script for including libraries and headers are located. More than this CMake 
can also create executable. The ADTF applications are developed using Microsoft 
visual studio, so the build system for CMake is created for MSVS 2015. 
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Figure 40 : CMake structure 
Each and every subfolder should have its own CMakeLists.txt file for build the source 
files in the directory. For visual studio CMake creates a .sln solution file for the source 
codes. 
 
Figure 41 : Cmake Build solution 
5.6.1 CMake for ADTF PLB file generation 
ADTF SDK has set of libraries, header files and DLL files for implementing application 
and graphics filter. There are lot of dependencies for linking of DLL files. For build an 
application using CMake, CMake GUI version 2.8.4 is needed for ADTF. The ADTF 
source files like .CPP and .h files are available in the same directory as the 
CMakeLists.txt file. This file contains the commands to build the ADTF solution using 
Visual studio. For building CMake solution three directories are needed. 
 Source directory – the directory where the source files and the CMakeLists.txt 
file is available. 
 Build directory – the native build system will be created in this folder. 
 Installation directory – the .PLB file will be stored here. The ADTF has special 
commands which will make sure the output type will be .PLB 
ADTF has CMake commands for build the project. Following is the basic 
CMakeLists.txt packages. 
 
Find_Package Command – this command finds the ADTF external libraries, programs 
and headers. This is a pure CMake command 
 
Parameters: ADTF 2.7.0 
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Adtf_add_filter command – this command adds the filter target files for generating the 
.PLB file. This command is a ADTF command. 
 
Parameters: Target name, source files 
 
Adtf_install_plugin command – this command installs the .PLB to be loaded, which 
will be available in the directory when the Visual studio solution file is built. 
 
Parameters: Target name, directory 
 
 
# This is required by CMake 
 cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 2.8.4 FATAL_ERROR) 
 # Give our project a name 
 project(Benchmarking) 
 # Say that we want to use ADTF commands 
 find_package(ADTF 2.7.0 REQUIRED) 
 # Specify the filter module target 
 adtf_add_filter(OpenCV_Bridge 
     Sample_filter.h 
     Sample_filter.cpp 
 ) 
 # Specify where it should be installed to 
 adtf_install_plugin(OpenCV_Bridge bin)  
 
5.6.2 CMake for OpenCV build 
 
OpenCV build systems are same as ADTF build system but the OpenCV uses the 
actual CMake commands. When the include libraries and header files paths are added 
to CMake script, the build system will create a visual studio solution file where the 
OpenCV functions can be easily utilized. Following is the simple CMakeList.txt file for 
OpenCV CMake build. 
 
cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 2.8) 
project(OpenCV_Build) 
find_package( OpenCV REQUIRED ) 
include_directories( ${OpenCV_INCLUDE_DIRS} ) 
add_executable(OpenCV_Build Canny.cpp ) 
target_link_libraries( DisplayImage ${OpenCV_LIBS} ) 
  
 
${OpenCV_INCLUDE_DIRS} is directory where Include file is located 
${OpenCV_LIBS} is directory where libraries are located. For example the path can be 
C:\opencv\build\x64\vc14\lib\opencv_world320.lib 
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The package is found automatically by CMake and the required .CMake file is already 
available in OpenCV folder.  
 
5.6.3 CMake build system for ADTF and OpenCV 
Now the whole system has to be built for developing ADTF application and generation 
of .PLB file. The CMake GUI is the easiest way of building the ADTF project. The 
CMake first reads the CMakeList.txt file and then the parameters can be set. The steps 
to create a CMake build system are shown below. 
 
Step 1 – Open CMake GUI and add the path where the CMakeLists.txt file and source 
code is residing. 
 
 
 
Figure 42 : CMake GUI 
The source code is the filter target file. CMake script should have the exact name of 
the source code file name. The binaries will be built in the path given in ‘Where to build 
the binaries’ drop down list. The .PLB file can be found under this directory -> bin. This 
can be added in ADTF as Global plugin directory or a separate instance for each ADTF 
project. 
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Step 2 – CMake will now ask for the generator for the project. The solution generator 
is visual studio and the platform toolset needs to be configured based on ADTF version 
(64 bit) Now the CMake knows where to find the CMakeLists script and the build 
system needs to updated for required external dependencies. CMake will find all these 
Variable and the values can be marked. The variables for OpenCV will also appear 
when the OpenCV find package command runs in the CMake script. The required 
values can be checked. The ADTF_DIR path (C:/ADTF/2.13.1) can also be added 
manually to find the ADTFConfig.cmake file and same for OpenCVConfig.cmake file. 
 
 
 
Figure 43 : ADTF Dependency Variables 
Step 3 – after configuring all the variables the project can be generated. Once 
generation of the project is done successfully, the project files are stored in the path 
where the binaries are built. The visual studio solution file is located in this path. Now 
the project can be built by building the INSTALL target. When the building is successful, 
the .PLB file will be available in the binary directory. Visual studio configuration for 
finding OpenCV and ADTF header and library files are now automatically done by 
CMake script. The compiler used for creating .PLB is visual studio 2010 compiler. So 
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in visual studio 2015, the platform toolset has to be set for Windows7.1 SDK and the 
target configuration must be x64. 
 
 
Figure 44 : Visual studio solution build 
The CMakeLists.txt file CMake script for building the above process is shown below.  
 
# This is required by CMake 
 cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.7.0 FATAL_ERROR) 
 
 # Give our project a name 
 project(Benchmarking) 
 
 # Say that we want to use ADTF commands 
find_package(OpenCV REQUIRED) 
find_package(ADTF 2.7.0 REQUIRED) 
 
# include directories 
include_directories(${OpenCV_INCLUDE_DIRS})  
 
 #Specify the filter module target 
 adtf_add_filter(OpenCV_Bridge 
     Sample_filter.h 
     Sample_filter.cpp 
 ) 
# linking libs 
target_link_libraries(OpenCV_Bridge ${OpenCV_LIBS}) 
 # Specify where it should be installed to 
adtf_install_plugin(OpenCV_Bridge bin)  
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5.7 Parallel processing approach of ADTF filter on Multicore 
5.7.1 OpenMP multiprocessing 
The image processing application can be processed with multicore. The tasks can be 
mapped to different core of the CPU. It is quite difficult to divide the process into 
separate independent tasks and combine the results. The image processing algorithm 
can be parallelized using OpenMP and Thread building Blocks. The parallel processing 
of ADTF filter can be implemented using OpenMP constructs in C, C++ and 
FORTRAN. It provides parallel programming API for multicore processors and is 
developed by Intel. OpenMP has pre-processor directive that instructs the compiler 
how to parallelize the code block using threads. The threads will map the task to the 
CPU core. The threads are created by fork joining pattern and the execution starts with 
master thread. The master thread executes the program sequentially until it meets the 
OMP parallel construct. After encountering the parallel construct, a team of thread is 
created and all the thread executes the same program. The threads work on SPMD 
(Single program multiple data) pattern and uses a shared memory. When using shared 
memory, threads need synchronization. OpenMP provides constructs for 
synchronization of threads. 
 
5.7.2 Loop parallelization.  
In image processing, the kernels are applied to the raw image using loops and it can 
be parallelized for each iteration. The loop level parallelism is achieved in OpenMP by 
below snippet. 
 
#pragma omp parallel construct created a team of threads. The for loop is parallelized 
by mapping each thread to different iteration. These iterate should be independent of 
each other. The calculation of one iteration should not depend on other iteration. The 
number of iteration should be known during compile time itself. Each and every 
iteration will hold its value as local or private by default. Scheduling of threads to the 
iteration can be static or dynamic and depends on number of threads spawned. The 
following figure shows the parallelization approach for loop level parallelism where Tn, 
In, Pn are thread number, Iteration number and Processor number. 
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In Visual studio, the OpenMP can be enabled by Configuration Properties -> C/C++ -
> Language -> OpenMP. The library is included by #include <omp.h>. 
 
In ADTF, the graphics overlay can be easily parallelized using OpenMP constructs. In 
the houghcircle example, the OpenCV function finds the number of circles in an image 
and their coordinates. The sequential for loop takes one circle at a time to apply the 
graphics overlay on the raw image. If the image has many circles, the process of 
graphics overlay will take a long time. This can be parallelized using OpenMP for loop 
constructs. Below code snippet show the parallelized approach 
 
 
 
Figure 45 : Houghcircle graphics parallelization 
 
The fig.42 shows that the circle found by houghcircle OpenCV function can be 
visualized by applying overlay in parallel. If the number of threads spawned is four, 
OpenMP will map each and every thread to separate iteration.  
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Circle 1 and 5 – Mapped to thread 1 
Circle 2 and 6 – Mapped to thread 2 
Circle 3 and 7 – Mapped to thread 3 
Circle 4 and 8 – Mapped to thread 4 
 
This is static scheduling behaviour and will not be efficient in fast processing if the 
circle’s radius is not same. In that case, dynamic scheduling can be implemented 
where the thread gets a new circle as soon as it finishes previous one. 
 
5.7.3 OpenCV parallelization.  
So far the parallelization is for the actual ADTF filter. In case of OpenMP, the OpenCV 
function is sequentially executed. To achieve parallelism in OpenCV functions, TBB 
(Thread building blocks) can be used. TBB is a C++template library that uses multicore 
for processing of code sections and developed by Intel. OpenCV provides 
cv::parallel_for_ functions to make use of TBB in executing the OpenCV functions in 
parallel. TBB can be enabled in OpenCV by CMake variable values. 
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6 Test and Result 
6.1 Testing of .DAT file for OpenCV Bridge 
 
The advantage of ADTF is, the system can be tested online or offline. The testing of 
the OpenCV Bridge is carried out by giving an .DAT file as input to the bridge filter. The 
bridge filter implements any OpenCV functions and the algorithm has to be executed 
without any loss of essential data since the incoming data and outgoing data of the 
filter may be different.   
 
 
Figure 46 : Filter trace view 
 
Filter trace view can be used to check the activity of the filter. The above fig shows that 
the Harddisk_Player filter transmitted samples at the rate 6.3 per second. The .DAT 
file sends the data stream as frame by frame. The figure below shows the .Dat file info. 
These values can be verified with Visual studio debugger values. 
 
 
 
Figure 47 : .DAT file information. 
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Figure 48 : Visual studio debugger value 
For testing purpose, the OpenCV function GaussianBlur() is used inside the bridge 
filter. The purpose of GaussianBlur() is to smooth the image for noise reduction. The 
harddisk filter is loaded with the .DAT and the simulation environment is created by 
ADTF control window. The following is the output for the .DAT file. 
 
 
 
Figure 49 : Output Gaussianblur with OpenCV function 
6.2 Testing of Image file for OpenCV Bridge. 
The same Gaussianblur() function of OpenCV is tested with the Image file reader filter. 
the image file reader filter is configured to load  the image file and the data stream is 
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sent on the output pin. The interval time depends on the setproperty value of ADTF 
filter. Image can be streamed only once or streamed for every specified interval. ADTF 
control window is used to start the simulation.  
 
Figure 50 : Raw image and Gaussian blur image 
 
Figure 51 : Edge detection on colour image 
The filter is also tested for images with different channels and resolution. Some of the 
OpenCV functions accept only single channel images for fast processing. But the input 
image can be anything. For eg HoughCircles() function for detecting circle support only 
8 bit single channel images. So the 24 bit 3 channel has to be converted to 8 bit 1 
channel image. This is done by CvtColor function of OpenCV. During the conversion 
the data is lost. The class structure created for input image cannot be transmitted to 
next filter. ADTF crashes! 
To solve this problem, the image is recreated and the filter is tested using 24 bit 3 
channel image. The IMediaSample image properties are passed to Mat container and 
simulation Is executed. The ouput of the bridge filter can be a processed image or raw 
image from which the parameters are extracted. The user can simply assign a different 
object name if the output image is processed image.  
Important: The C++ standard vector or OpenCV vector has to be initialized as a class 
member, otherwise destructor will never be called when vector goes out of scope and 
ADTF crashes. 
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6.3 Result 
The Filter developed in this is abstracted for both Image and .DAT file of any resolution 
and format. The input streams of data of type IMediaSample is converted in Mat format. 
The user has to set the equivalent enumerator value of OpenCV format to ADTF 
format. The OpenCV bridge filter can automatically find the image parameters which 
are need for OpenCV to ADTF conversion or vice-versa. Since the filter is abstracted, 
the user is free to use any number for Interval. The user has to make sure that the 
object name for Mat container is passed to the abstraction code section of OpenCV 
Bridge 
 
The CMake script (CMakeLists.txt) can be used for building the whole system without 
linking problem. The parallelization of ADTF Filter can also achieved by OpenMP or 
TBB for OpenCV functions.  Graphics can also be overlaid using ADTF Graphics 
engine or OpenCV graphics. The filter is tested with both Image and .DAT files and the 
expected output are achieved.  
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7 Conclusion and Future work 
In ADAS application it is clear that, benchmarking of prototyping tools makes the 
algorithm development easy. Even though ADTF tool has inbuilt filter for image 
parameter acquisition, external libraries like OpenCV, OpenNI and OpenMP can be 
integrated for more convenient and optimized processing. The ADTF bridge filter is 
generic for both image and .DAT file.  
 
The investigated benchmark methods are all open source which can be used with 
visual studio IDE for generation of .PLB file which can be loaded in ADTF configurator. 
The future work includes developing interface for reading 3D data like RGB and depth 
information using OpenNI. The ADTF framework can also be included for Robot 
Operating System (ROS) to include its library for applications like autonomous driving, 
Robot navigation. 
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8 Appendix 
8.1 Appendix A 
Source code for ADTF Bridge filter Filter  
Header file 
 
#pragma once 
 
#include "adtf_plugin_sdk.h" 
#include "adtf_graphics.h" 
 
using namespace adtf; 
using namespace adtf_graphics; 
 
#define OID_ADTF_FILTER 
"de.tuchemnitz.adtf.ce_ws.demo.imageinverter_OpenCV"    //object ID shoul 
be unique  
#define FILTER_NAME "Filter_OpenCV_converter" 
 
class cImageInverterFilter : public adtf::cFilter                     
{    
    ADTF_DECLARE_FILTER_VERSION(OID_ADTF_FILTER, FILTER_NAME, 
OBJCAT_Converter, "ImageInverterVersion", 1, 0, 0, "");   
 
    public: //common implementation 
        cImageInverterFilter(const tChar* __info); 
        virtual ~cImageInverterFilter(); 
 
    private: //private members               
        cVideoPin                   m_oImageInput; 
        cVideoPin                   m_oImageOutput;      
        tInt32                      m_ImageWidth; 
        tInt32                      m_ImageHeight; 
        tInt16                      m_format; 
        tInt16                      m_bpp; 
        tInt16                      m_bpp_ac; 
        /*tBitmapFormat *               m_imgFormat;*/ 
        int                         n_channels; 
        int                         m_depth; 
        int                         m_opencvformat; 
        tInt                        m_adtfformat; 
        cImage                      m_convert; 
    /*  tBitmapFormat *             m_Finalimgfmt;  */       
 
        cOutputPin                   m_oOutputStatic; 
         
    private: // private methods 
        tResult ProcessImage(IMediaSample* pInputSample); 
        cv::vector<cv::Vec3f> m_circles;   
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    public: // implements IPinEventSink 
        tResult OnPinEvent(IPin* pSource, tInt nEventCode, tInt nParam1, 
tInt nParam2, IMediaSample* pMediaSample); 
         
 
    public: // overwrites cFilter 
        tResult Init(adtf::cFilter::tInitStage eStage, __exception = NULL);
        tResult CreateAndTransmitGCLStatic(); 
}; 
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Executable file 
This the file where the ADTF to OpenCV bridge is implemented 
  
/** 
 * TUC ADTF OpenCV Bridge 
 * 
 * @file 
 * Copyright &copy; TU Chemnitz. All rights reserved 
 * 
 * $Author: Arunkumar $ 
 * $Date: 10 -04 - 2017 $ 
 * 
 * @remarks             ADTF bridge filter 
 * 
 */ 
#include "stdafx.h" 
 
#include "imageinverter_filter.h" 
 
using namespace cv; 
 
 
ADTF_FILTER_PLUGIN(FILTER_NAME, OID_ADTF_FILTER, cImageInverterFilter) 
 
/** 
 *   Contructor. The cFilter contructor needs to be called !! 
 *   The SetProperty in the constructor is necessary if somebody wants to 
deal with 
 *   the default values of the properties before init 
 * 
 */ 
cImageInverterFilter::cImageInverterFilter(const tChar* __info) : 
adtf::cFilter(__info) 
{ 
   // -- 
} 
             
 
/** 
 *  Destructor. A Filter implementation needs always to have a virtual 
Destructor 
 *              because the IFilter extends an IObject 
 * 
 */ 
cImageInverterFilter::~cImageInverterFilter() 
{ 
    // -- 
} 
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/** 
 *   The Filter Init Function. 
 *    eInitStage ... StageFirst ... should be used for creating and 
registering Pins 
 *               ... StageNormal .. should be used for reading the 
properties and initializing 
 *                                  everything before pin connections are 
made 
 *   see {@link IFilter#Init IFilter::Init}. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
 
tResult cImageInverterFilter::Init(tInitStage eStage, __exception) 
{ 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(cFilter::Init(eStage, __exception_ptr)); 
 
    if (eStage == StageFirst) 
    { 
        // create pins 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(m_oImageInput.Create("original_image", 
IPin::PD_Input, this)); 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(RegisterPin(&m_oImageInput));       
 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(m_oImageOutput.Create("inverted_image", 
IPin::PD_Output)); 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(RegisterPin(&m_oImageOutput)); 
 
        cObjectPtr<IMediaType> pCmdType = NULL; 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(AllocMediaType(&pCmdType,  
                                        MEDIA_TYPE_COMMAND,  
                                        MEDIA_SUBTYPE_COMMAND_GCL, 
                                        __exception_ptr)); 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(m_oOutputStatic.Create("static_gcl", 
                                                pCmdType, 
                                                static_cast<IPinEventSink*>
(this))); 
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(RegisterPin(&m_oOutputStatic)); 
    } 
    else if (eStage == StageNormal) 
    { 
        // --    
    } 
    RETURN_NOERROR; 
} 
 
tResult cImageInverterFilter::ProcessImage(IMediaSample* pInputSample) 
{            
    // get the input sample's data 
    int len = pInputSample->GetSize(); 
    tUInt8* pixelData = new tUInt8[pInputSample->GetSize()];     
    tUInt8* convpixelData = new tUInt8[pInputSample->GetSize()]; 
 
 
    //tUInt8* outputPixelData = new tUInt8[pInputSample->GetSize()]; 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(pInputSample->CopyBufferTo(pixelData, pInputSample-
>GetSize())); 
    //Image format for RAW ADTF image. 
    m_format = m_oImageInput.GetFormat()->nPixelFormat;     
    const tBitmapFormat * m_imgFormat = m_oImageInput.GetFormat();    
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m_bpp =  m_oImageInput.GetFormat()->nBitsPerPixel; 
    // object for new image format which needs to be transmitted 
    const tBitmapFormat * m_Finalimgfmt;    
 
    //---assign the enumerator of ADTF format to OpenCV format------- 
    if (m_format == 11) 
    { 
            m_opencvformat = CV_8UC1; 
    } 
    else if (m_format == 46) 
    { 
            m_opencvformat = CV_8UC3; 
    } 
 
   //---creation of OpenCV image------------------------------------- 
 
 
    cv::Mat image = cv::Mat((int)m_ImageHeight, (int)m_ImageWidth, 
m_opencvformat); 
    //for graphics 
    cv::Mat convimage_circle = cv::Mat((int)m_ImageHeight, 
(int)m_ImageWidth, m_opencvformat);          
 
     
    memcpy(image.data, pixelData, len*sizeof(uchar)); 
     
    //cv::Mat imgCnv = image; 
    cv::Mat  imgCnv;    //for canny 
    cv::Mat  edge_canny; 
     
    n_channels = imgCnv.channels(); 
    m_depth    = imgCnv.depth(); 
 
    //implements Gaussian Blur on the image. 
    cv::GaussianBlur(imgCnv, imgCnv, Size(23,23),0,0,0); 
     
    //Not to be used for image or video which is already 8 bit or else ADTF 
crashes. 
    cv::cvtColor(imgCnv,convimage_circle, CV_BGR2GRAY,1);    
    cv::threshold( imgCnv, imgCnv,130,255,3); 
    ////edge detection using canny 
     cv::cvtColor(image,imgCnv, CV_BGR2GRAY,1);  
     cv::Canny( imgCnv, edge_canny, 50, 150, 3); 
     edge_canny.convertTo(imgCnv, CV_8U); 
     
     cv::HoughCircles(convimage_circle, 
m_circles,CV_HOUGH_GRADIENT,1,100,50,60,0,200);  
       
   //convimage_circle object is used only for finding coordinates, or 
transffering it to other filter 
     #pragma omp parallel for 
     for( int i = 0; i < m_circles.size(); i++) 
    { 
         cv::Point center(cvRound(m_circles[i][0]), 
cvRound(m_circles[i][1])); 
         int radius = cvRound(m_circles[i][2]); 
//------------------------------------------------------HoughCircles 
overlay-------------------- 
         //draw the circle center 
         cv::circle( imgCnv, center, 3, cv::Scalar(0,255,0), -1, 8, 0 );    
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// draw the circle outline 
      // Overlay is applied on original image green = 255 blue and Red = 0. 
        cv::circle(imgCnv, center, radius, cv::Scalar(0,255,0), 4, 8, 0 );  
        char coordinates[100]; 
        sprintf(coordinates, "x=%f, y=%f, radius=%f", 
m_circles[i][0],m_circles[i][1], m_circles[i][2]); 
        putText(imgCnv, coordinates, Point(5,15), FONT_HERSHEY_PLAIN, 1.0, 
CV_RGB(255,0,0),2); 
    }  
 
    //---------------------------------Automate the format detection and 
Recreation of ADTF image----- 
    if (imgCnv.type() ==  CV_8UC1) 
    { 
            m_adtfformat = 11; 
    } 
    else if (imgCnv.type() ==  CV_8UC3) 
    { 
            m_adtfformat = 46; 
    } 
 
    //---------------------------------Recreation of Image in ADTF format--
------------------------ 
 
        m_convert.Create((tInt)imgCnv.size().width,(tInt) 
imgCnv.size().height, 
                         (tInt) imgCnv.elemSize()*8,(tInt) imgCnv.step, 
NULL,(tInt) m_adtfformat); 
        m_bpp_ac = m_convert.GetFormat()->nBitsPerPixel;     
             
    //---------------------------------allocate memory for current image---
------------------------- 
        m_Finalimgfmt = m_convert.GetFormat(); 
         
        //get the latest image size 
        size_t finalsize = imgCnv.total() * imgCnv.elemSize();   
        tUInt8* outputPixelData = new tUInt8[finalsize]; 
 
        memcpy(outputPixelData, imgCnv.data, finalsize*sizeof(uchar)); 
        cObjectPtr<IMediaSample> pOutputSample;  
        RETURN_IF_FAILED(AllocMediaSample((tVoid**)&pOutputSample)); 
 
    // --------------------------------copy the inverted image data into 
the sample's buffer---------- 
    pOutputSample->Update(_clock->GetTime(), outputPixelData, finalsize, 
IMediaSample::MSF_None); 
    delete[] pixelData;  
    delete[] outputPixelData;    
     
    // set output bitmap format to input bitmap format 
 
    m_oImageOutput.SetFormat(m_Finalimgfmt, NULL); 
 
    // transmit the sample 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(m_oImageOutput.Transmit(pOutputSample)); 
} 
 
tResult cImageInverterFilter::OnPinEvent(IPin* pSource, tInt nEventCode, 
tInt nParam1, tInt nParam2, IMediaSample* pMediaSample) 
{    
    if (nEventCode == IPinEventSink::PE_MediaSampleReceived)  
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{ 
        if (pSource == &m_oImageInput) 
        { 
            m_ImageWidth = m_oImageInput.GetFormat()->nWidth; 
            m_ImageHeight = m_oImageInput.GetFormat()->nHeight; 
            ProcessImage(pMediaSample); 
 
            //Graphics function 
            CreateAndTransmitGCLStatic(); 
             
        } 
    } 
 
    RETURN_NOERROR; 
} 
 
tResult cImageInverterFilter::CreateAndTransmitGCLStatic() 
{ 
        tFloat32                    xcor = m_circles[0][0];  
        tFloat32                    ycor= m_circles[0][1] ; 
        tFloat32                    rad = m_circles[0][2] ; 
      
 
    // if not connected return 
    if (!m_oOutputStatic.IsConnected()) 
    { 
        RETURN_NOERROR; 
    } 
 
    cObjectPtr<IMediaSample> pSample; 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(AllocMediaSample((tVoid**)&pSample)); 
     
    // statically initialize the size 
    // WARNING : if you want to paint a large number of objects 
    // choose an appropriate buffer size or the program will crash! 
 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(pSample->AllocBuffer(4096)); 
 
    pSample->SetTime(_clock->GetStreamTime()); 
 
    tUInt32* aGCLProc; 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(pSample->WriteLock((tVoid**)&aGCLProc)); 
 
    tUInt32* pc = aGCLProc; 
 
    cGCLWriter::StoreCommand(pc, GCL_CMD_FGCOL, cColor(cColor::Red)); 
    for( size_t i = 0; i < m_circles.size(); i++ ) 
    { 
        // Draw a circle using adtf 
        cGCLWriter::StoreCommand(pc, GCL_CMD_DRAWCIRCLE,  
                                xcor,  
                                ycor, 
                                rad 
                                ); 
        cGCLWriter::StoreCommand(pc, GCL_CMD_DRAWCIRCLE, 50, 50, 50); 
 
    } 
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 cGCLWriter::StoreCommand(pc, GCL_CMD_END); 
 
    pSample->Unlock(aGCLProc); 
 
    RETURN_IF_FAILED(m_oOutputStatic.Transmit(pSample)); 
 
    RETURN_NOERROR; 
 
 
} 
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8.2 Appendix B 
The DLL for external library is very important for linking of source code. The visual 
studio source code may compile without any error but when PLB file is added, ADTF 
will show error ‘could not register filter’ if it cannot find the DLL. 
 
In such cases, to find which DLL is missing, Dependency walker tool can be used and 
the dependent DLL should be placed on the same folder as .PLB file. The dependency 
walker is shown below. 
 
Figure 52 : Dependency walker 
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